The belief is held that a large proportion of the 23 million of people attending emergency departments could also be seen as urgent primary care. (1) With large numbers of patients being age groups that access emergency medicine for convenience or are unsure of their health need. However, we also know that acuity is becoming more complex and admission rates are increasing (1). We know differentiating these patients can also be challenging. We are also aware that remote and rural areas are having noted health inequalities due to the availability of acute care provision. This results in increased burden for travel for patients and ambulance trusts. Increased attendances in emergency departments and health inequalities in the speed of delivery in these settings. In the last two decades primary care training and care delivery has moved away from acute care and to one of chronic disease optimization and within hours care only. This was to meet the governments objectives of quality outcomes in these areas. This lack of investment in training in acute care has led to a situation where primary care is now being asked to deliver more acute medicine both rurally and in emergency settings, whilst willing to deliver it may not necessarily have the confidence or base knowledge to deal with what is being asked. UCLAN have developed a new training program that allows primary care physicians to work confidentially and effectively in acute areas of care. Whether this is front of house in emergency departments or in areas of remote healthcare where clinical support maybe hours away or logistically a challenge. Training in latest techniques and technology innovation allows the physician to feel more able to handle acute care. This not a program designed to make the primary care physician into an emergency physician. This is about making the primary care physician of today as effective as 25 years ago when the vast majority of all acute care was delivered by primary care.
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